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TRANSFER_L_NT STATISTIC DERIVED FROM

POP_X PROCESSING__J_LTP_'NTS' QUALITY CONTROLPROGRAM

, . SECOND HALF OF 1965

INTRODUCTION

This report gives an analysis of the audit data obtained during the last

half of 1965 at eight transfer stations_ L9 plutonium product, K6 uranium

product, FI5 salt waste, D5 dissolved feed, F18 utility waste, G8 organic

wash waste, R8 organic wash waste, an_ U3 laboratory waste. Data obtained

during the first half of 1965 for the transfer stations L9, K6, FI5 and D5

(1)
were analyzed and discussed in an earlier report.

SUMMARY

The results are summarized for each transfer station in Table 1-8. In

most cases results obtained during the second half of the year compared

favorably to the first half.

The Purex quality control program can be improved in two ways. First,

estimates of sampling error can be improved by analyzing one of the duplicate

samples a second time (referee). This is discussed in more detail below under

L9 Sampling Audit. Second, bias in manometer instruments and weight factor

and specific gravity recorder instruments can be estimated and corrected by

a relatively simple procedure. These potential sources of bias have not been

monitored in the past and could cause significant bias (B-PID's) in uranium

and plutonilnnmaterial balance. A procedure is discussed below under K6

Tan..._kCalibration.

(i) Hough, C. G, Transfer Measurement Statistics Derived from Purex Processing
Measurements' Quality Control Program, BNWL-CC-315 (Secret), 11-23-65.
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Bias due to sampling is the only other significant source of error

that is not well defined. Unfortunately, no relatively simple procedures for

• monitoring sampling bias have been developed over the years. The best in-

surance against this type of error is good agitation and circulation prior

to sampling. An exception is the Gilmont samplers where additional pre-

cautions are needed° An example of the type of fluctuating bias that could

be present at Gilmont sample stations is discussed below under _

Audit.



DECL SIFIED
_9 Plutonium Product

We...ighingProcedure Audit - PR Scales Calibration check is of little

• value from a statistical estimating viewpoint. Gross Weight Check data are

useful and do provide variation estimates, however, it is considered unnecessary

as long as Tare Weight Check (difference between can plus i0 _ check weight

and tare weight) data are available.

Seven pairs of tare weight check data were obtained during the last half

of 1965, This is considerably less than the four per month minimum recommended

for this procedure. The bias between the observed average net weight and the

standard I0 kilogram check weight was -1.8 grams. This compares with +2.h

grams during the first half of 1965 (18 data). Neither bias is significant

at the 0.95 level. The scale random measurement precision (0.95 level) was

estimated to be + 25 grams or about 0.25 percent for a net weight of i0

kilograms. The scale precision for the first half of 1965 was erroneously

reported(1) as + 56 grams (0.95 level) when it should have been + 36 grams.

When data from the first and second half are combined the scale precision

estimate is + 31 grams which is the value given in Table i.

Fixed error (0.95 level) of scale measurement was estimated by

FE = 31/ " - +_16 grams

or about 0.15 percent for an average can loadout of 10.4 kilograms. This

estimate assumes that the scale is tested by the tare weight check method

four (4) times each month and a bias correction (or scale adjustment) is made

once each month based on the average of the four tests. Actually the fixed

• error should be about _ 22 grams because the tare weight checks were made

two times per month on the average during 1965 instead of the assumed four

times. . ".
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Analytical Control Audit -. Referee and Standards Program data covering

the period 6-27-65 to 12-26-65 were analyzed and used to estimate random and

" fixed errors associated with the Pu assay (x-ray), radioassay (Pu A-6b) and

specific gravity determinations° The results are given in Table 1 under the

title "analytical." The random error estimates appear normal for these three

analytical methods, The fixed error estimates compare favorable with esti-

mates previously given in HW-76361o The respective fixed errors are based

on the assumption that b_as in each analytical method is checked by running

known standards each month (5 for Pu b_x-ray, I0 for PuA-6b and 15 for Spo Gr@)

and applying a monthly average bias correction.

SamplinR Audit - Duplicate samples are taken and analyzed by the

laboratory. Independence is ensured by selecting the second sample after the

first has been delivered to the laboratory. The average range between the

duplicate sample results is a measure of the combined effect of sampling and

analytical variation. Data obtained during the last half of 1965 were

analyzed and the results are given in Table 1 for each analytical method

under the title "total."

Additional data is required to separate analytical variation from sampling

variation@ This is best accomplished by analyzing one of the _uplicate

samples a second time by a different analyst (referee). This is not

currently done and as a result good estimates of sampling variation cannot

be determined@ Approximate.estimates of sampling variation were obtained

by using the Referee data discussed in the previous section and are listed

• in Table i under the title "Sampling." These estimates of sampling variation

are not necessarily good estimates because analytical variation is based on

an entirely different set of samples than the duplicate samples used to

estimate "Total" variation° This is demonstrated by comparing sampling



variation obtained for Pu A-6b during the first half of 1965 (1) against the
/

estimate obtained during the last half of 1965. It appears as though sampling

" variation improved from 2.8 percent to zero percent which is probably not true.

It simply means that, during the last half of 1965, the combined analytical

and sampling variation was relatively small for the set of duplicate samples

and that analytical variation was relatively large for the set of referee

samples. In other words the two sets of samples did not receive the same

treatment with respect to analytical and sampling variation.

This problem can be avoided in the future by making sure that one of

the duplicate samples is analyzed a second time (referee) by a different

analyst.

Isotope Correction Factor (ICF)

The ICF is determined on each L9 plutonium product batch. A sample

from each batch is analyzed for Pu by direct assay (Nominal value m 2.05 ib/

gal) and by radioassay (nominal value = 7.6 x 1013 cpm/gal). The ratio of

direct assay (Pu) to radioass_7 (AT) is multiplied by the conversion factor

_53.59 g/ib to yield the ICF in units of g/cpm.

ICF = K Pu
At

A monthly ICF is determined by averaging the ICF values obtained on each

batch within that month° Usually there are about 3_ batches per month@ This

monthly ICF is used during the subsequent month to convert radioassay of waste

streams to grams of plutonium.

• The random error or precision of the monthly ICF is estimated as follows.

In Table 1 it was shown that the standard deviation of the direct assay is

0.031 Ib/gal and the standard deviation of a radioassay is 0.1165 x 1013

c_/gal. Then the variance of an ICF ratio is



var( )= _ [x___+.X_]

. where K - constant to convert from lb to g, 453.59.

X = direct assay (Pu) in lb/gal

Y = radioassay (AT) in cpm/gal

o a standard deviation of X
X

o = standard deviation of Y
Y

Substituting we obtain an estimate of Var(KX/Y):

var(_)= (_53'59)2(2'°5)2[_2+ L0.1165x 1013)2]
(7.6 x 1013)2 (2.05)2 (7.6 x 1013)2

= 14970 x I0"26 (0°0oo2287 + 0.0002350)

= 14970 x 10"26 (0.0004637)

- 0.000694 x 10"22

The standard deviation estimate is

/Var (KX) = 0.0263 x 10-11

A typical ICF is 1.22 x i0"II g/cl_nand the standard deviation in percent

units is (0.0263 x 10"11)(100)/(1.22 x i0"II) = 2.2 percent. We are interested

in computing the random error precision (0.95 level) of a monthly ICF which is

approximately

Precision of Monthly ICF = 2(standard deviation)/_N0, of batches

- 2(0.0263x lO'1_)/v_"

= 0.00904 x i0"II

or about 0.75 in percent units. This is the value shown in Table i under

random error (0.95 level)



The direct assay and radioassay are known to be biased on the average.

Analytical bias corrections are applied each month to correct for these biases.

The bias corrections are determined by analyzing a known standard by direct

assay and radioassayo The corrections are expressed in terms of percent

recovery

observed value
L " ,,,iH i i

Percent recovory = standard value x 100

The recoveries are averaged to obtain the monthly average bias corrections.

Typical average recoveries for the month of November 1965(2) are 10006 _ 0.8

percent for direct assay and 9904 _ 3.4 percent for radioassay. The monthly

average ICF is corrected by

(RaaioassaRecovery)Corrected ICF - (Observed _, ,,,.
_ulrect assay Recovery)

= (1.22zo' Z(
(100.6) =

= 1.21 x lo'llg/cpm

Based on many months of experience the standard deviation of a radioassay

recovery is known to be about 1.8 percent and is about 0.92 percent for

direct assay recovery (single determination). The standard deviation of the

average monthly recoveries is 1.8/I/_ = 0.57 percent and 0.92//_= 0041

percent, respectively, where we assume the radioassay recovery is based on

i0 standard determinations per month and the direct assay recovery is based

on 5 standard determinations per month. These values (multiplied by two)

were given in Table 1 as the fixed error associated with the radioassay and

direct assay, respectively°

(2) C. W. Pollack, CPD Analytical Control Data Correction To Be Applied to
Accountability Source Data - NOvember 1965, 12-10-65, Unclassified.
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We now desire to compute the precision of the monthly bias correction

used to correct the ICF factor. Let

B = 99.h percent - monthly average percent recovery of radioassay
Y

• B 1 100.6 percent = monthly average percent recovery of direct assayx

B = By/Bx - 99.h/I00.6 = 0.988 I ICY bias correction

Obx - 0ohl percent - standard deviation of average direct assay recovery

Oby = 0.57 percent - standard deviation of average radioassay recovery.

Then the variance of B is given by

B B2 a _ 0 2

x x y x

Substituting the above values we obtain an estimate of Var(B):

var(s)= ,_,._ 2_.___}[(0.57)+(o.1_i)2.
(100.6)2 (99.h)2 (100.6)2

= 0.97628 (0.00003288 . 0.00001661)

= 0.97628 (o.000oh9h9)

• 0._832 x 10"W

The standard deviation estimate is

/v=_ . o.oo695

and the 0.95 confidence limit for B is approximately

0.988 + 2 (0.00695)I

0.988 + 0.01391

Thus, the fixed error associated with a corrected monthly ICF is (0.0139)(100)/

0.988 - l.h percent and %hls value is given inTable I.
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PTope_ation of_ Errors - Procedures used to compute overall batch variation

were discussed in an earlier report0 (I) Comparing the first half of 1965 to

' the second half of 1965 it appears as though batch random error increased

from 1.6 percent to 3.1 percent° This may or may not reflect normal cycling

of sampling and analytical error (Pu by X-ray)o The estimates are based on

18 duplicate samples during the first half of 1965 and 14 duplicate samples

during the last half of 1965o Statistically, the estimates are significantly

different with 0_95 confidence.
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K6 Uranium Product

Analytical Control Audit - Referee and Standards Program data from the

last half of 1965 were analyzed and used to estimate random and fixed errors

for the uranium assay (x-ray) and specific gravity. The results are shown

in Table 2. Random and fixed error estimates compare favorably with pre-

vious results. The respective fixed errors are based on the assumption that

bias in each analytical method is checked by running known standards each

month (i0 for U by x-ray, 15 for Sp° Gr. ) and applying a monthly average

biascorrection.

Sa_ling Audit - Thirteen duplicate samples were taken during the last

half of 1965. The data were analyzed and the results are given in Table 2

for each analytical method under the title "Total." Approximate estimates

of sampling error were obtained by observing the difference between the

"total" estimates obtained on the duplicate samples and "analytical" estimates

obtained from Referee samples. The sampling estimates compare favorably with

the estimates obtained during the first half of 1965.

Tank Ca!ibration- Volume error estimates do not change unless the

tank is recalibrated. Fixed error due to the "manometer difference" does

fluctuate. However, the present program does not provide data to measure

th_s fluctuation. This can be accomplished by testing the service manometer

at the average full and empty transfer levels (about 155" and 23" for K6)

with a standard manometer at least once per week. For example, assume the

service manometer readings corresponding to standard manometer pressures of

155.00" and.23.00" would be 155.32" and 23.06". The difference, (155.32 -

23.06) - (155.00 - 23.00) - + 0.26" would be an estimate of bias in the

net service manometer reading. However, it is only one estimate and we

must repeat the test several times before we can be certain that the
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4',

estimate is truly a bias as opposed to random variation. Suppose, at the

end of the month we have four estimates, + 0°26, + 0.43, + 0.15, and +0.52.

The average is 0.34 inches (about 16 gallons) and the standrd deviation is

0.166. Confidence limits for the average (0.95 level) would be

. 0.34 + (3.18)(0.166)/J_

+ 0.34 . 0.26 inchesmmm

where 3.18 is Students t factor for n-I = 3 degrees of freedom. Since the

confidence interval does not include zero we conclude the bias is significant.

In percent units the bias would be (0.34)(100)/132 = 0.26%. Thus all transfers

made during the month could be corrected downward by this amount. The estimate

of fixed error would be +_ 0.26 inches or +_0.20 in percent units. The bias

could be eliminated by adjusting the service manometer (change oil, etc) but

this is not absolutely necessary (unless gross errors are present) if monthly

bias corrections were made. Needless to say, accuracy and reliability of the

standard manometer is a prerequisite to this procedure and would probably

require an instrument with quality comparable to the Wallace and Tierman FA 145

series.
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F S itwaste

• Analytical Control .Au.dit- Referee and Standards Program data for the

last half of 1965 were analyzed and used to estimate random and fixed errors

for uranium (UF-Ic) and plutonium (PuA-20a). Uranium in F-15 is not included

in the Referee Program. The closest we can come to estimating analytical

random error is to use referee data obtained on G-8 samples analyzed by the

UF-Ic method. Based on G-8 data, the estimate of analytical precision (0.95

level) is i.I x 10 -3 Ib U/gal or about 60 percent for an average F-15 concen-

tration of 1.8 x 10-3 Ib U/gal and this result is given in Table 3. Similarly,

the Standards Program does not include a synthetic F-15 standard containing

uranium that can be used to estimate analytical fixed error. We can approxi-

mate fixed error by using data from analyses of a simple uranium standard

used for instrumental control of the UF-lc method. Based on this data

analytical fixed error was estimated to be 17 percent and assumes that a bias

correction is made each month based on the average of five determinations of

the UY-lc uranium standard. This result is given in Table 3. However, no

bias corrections are actually made. Thus, uranium in F-15 is probably biased

low by 8-10 percent and this bias probably has a negligible effect on plant

uranium accountabillty.

Referee data were available to estimate random error for plutonium in

F-15 (seven data). The results are given in Table 3 under "analytical".

Fixed error for plutonium in FI5 can be estimated since the Standards Program

includes a synthetic F-15 containing plutonium. The estimate in Table 3

assumes a bias correction is made each month based on the average of five

assays of the F-15 standard. Actually, no correction is currently being

made which is of no consequence in this case since the average recovery is

about one percent high for plutonium in F-15.
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• q

Specific gravity is determined by process instrumentation and the present

• program does not provide data that can be used to estimate random and fixed

error of this measurement.

Sampling Audit- Data from 8 duplicate samples were obtained during the

last half of 1965 and were used to estimate the combined effect of analytical

and sampling variation for plutonium and uranium. The results are given in

Table 3 under the title "total". Approximate estimates of sampling variation

are also given under the title "sampling". These latter estimates are subject

to the limitations of the Referee data discussed in the preceeding section

and the fact that the referee samples are not the same as the duplicate samples.

The duplicate sample data were examined to see if a bias existed between

the average of the first samples (original) and the average of the second

samples (independent). For uranium, the average of the original samples was

5.4 percent higher than the average of the independent samples during the

first half of 1965 and 35 percent lower than the average of the independent

samples during the last half of 1965. No F-15 data were available that could

be used to see if a similar bias existed between original and referee analyses.

For plutonium, the average of the original samples was 31 percent lower than

the average of the indpendent samples during the first half of 1965 and 18

percent higher than the average of the independent samples during the last

half of 1965. Referee data from the last half of 1965 shows that the average

of the original analyses was 13 percent higher than the average of the Referee

analyses, in reasonable agreement with the 18 percent mentioned above.

Individually, these biases are not significant. However, the shifts from

+5.4 to -35 percent for uranium and -31 to 18 percent for plutonium are signi-

ficant. These shifts indicate that sampling and possibly analytical bias is

a factor, but there is no way of estimating the bias and associated fixed



error because there is no known standard of comparison.

• Tank Calibration - Volume random and fixed errors were discussed in an

(i)
earlier report. No data were available to estimate fixed error associated

with the manometer difference.

Pro_a_ation of Error- Methods of computing batch variation were given

in the previous report. Overall batch variation for both uranium and plu-

tonium appear to have increased a slight amount compared to the first half

of 1965. The increase is not statistically significant.
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D5 Dissolved Feed tO Process

_alytical Control. Audit - Referee and Standards Program data for the

last half of 1965 were analyzed and used to estimate random and fixed varia-

tion for uranium (US-Ia). Approximatel_- 132 samples were refereed during a

five month period yielding a precision estimate of 8.6 percent (0.95 level)

and this result is shown in Table 4. Approximately 109 standard determinations

were made during the same period yielding a fixed error estimate of 0.7%

assuming that a monthly bias correction is made based on the average of 20

standard determinations.

SamDlinE Audit - Nine duplicate samples were analyzed for uranium (US-la).

The combined estimate of analytical and sampling random error was 28 percent

(0.95 level) and this result is shown in Table 4. Approximate estimates of

sampling variation were estimated using the duplicate sample data and the

Referee data of the preceeding section. The resulting estimate 26.6% is

given in Table 4. The combined estimate (28%) is significantly different

than the estimate obtained during the first half of 1965 (11.5%) based on 12

duplicate samples. It was also noted that the average of the independent

samples (second) was 12 percent higher than the average of the first samples

which compares to 2.3 percent during the first half of 1965.

Tank Calibration- The D-5 tank was calibrated in September and again

in November, 1965. The results and comparison to previous calibration data

have been reported. (3) The estimates shown in Table 4 were taken from this

° report.

No data were available to estimate random and fixed error associated

with the specific gravity recorder. The estimates shown in Table 4 were taken

fr_n HW-76361.
i

i i i ! i

_'3) _Letter, F. G. Kimble from L. F. Wirfs, D-5 Manometer Calibrations,

February 9, 1966.
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FIB_Utility Waste

• Analytical Control Audit- Referee and Standards Program data for the

last half of 1965 were analyzed and used to estimate random and fixed varia-

tion for uranium (UF-Ic) and plutonium (PuA-2Oa). As with FI5, referee data

obtained on G-8 samples analyzed by the UF-Ic method were used to give approx-

imate estimates of analytical random error in Table 5. Also, data from the

uranium standard used for instrument control of the UF-Ic method was used to

estimate analytical fixed error. Thus, the analytical estimates in Table 5

are identical to the FI5 estimates in Table 3. For plutonium, nine referee

data were available to estimate random error and the results are shown in

Table 5. Fixed error is the same as given for F-15 in Table 3.

Sampling Audit- Data from 16 duplicate samples were obtained during the

last half of 1965 and were used to estimate the combined effect of analytical

and sampling variation for uranium and plutonium in FI8. The results are

given in Table 5 under the title "total". Approximate estimates of sampling

variation are given under the title "sampling." The latter estimates are

subject to the limitations discussed in previous sections.

No data were available to estimate variation associated with specific

gravity. The estimates in Table 5 were taken directly from HW-76361.

Tank Calibration - The original 1955 WF-Recorder and standard manometer

data were processed by the cumulative error model. The following table

compares the two instruments at the time of calibration.



SUMMARY OF FI8 TANK CALIBRATION DATA (ADri! 1955)

Manometer Slope
Instrument No. of Variance Variance

,Range (!no) _ _ Increments (RandomI (Fixed)

Weight Factor Recorder

0.05- Z5o9 _2 _8°5_ 5 zog°zo 6.883
z509 - _5°o _87 B70o75 6 .,,k_,,,j°z5 ZoZS_

11 73o57 l.337

Standard Man.meter

005 - 28.2 h2 h409h 6 5.58 0o201

28o2 - 97.4 1287 49.20 ._ 22.1. 0031_

13 14,59 0.150

The two curves are compared to the existing calibration table below

COMPARISON ,,OFF18 CALIBRATION CURVES

C_ative Error Model
Existing Standard W-F Rec'order

Table (_,+50 scale) , Manometer (10081 s.ca..1.e.)

Initial Man0 Rdgo 61054 92,31 51
Final M_no Rdgo lo21 lo81 1

by Spo Gr. (I.i) 55095 83o92 46o36
1.09 1.64 0o91

Gallons Initial 3975 4028 3939

Gallons Final _ _

Gallons Transferred 3856 3939 3830

% Difference + 2.1 -007

% Fixed error (0095 CL) lo7 207

, % Random error (0o95 CL) lo8 300

% Total error (0o95 CL) 2o4 4o0
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Comparison of the slope estimates (adjusted by 1o81 scale factor) indicates

an approximate 2 percent bias between instruments at the time of calibration°

The error estimates shown in Table 5 are based on the WF Recorder° Also shown

is a 2 percent .fixed error introduced by use of the meter pump.

prol_aEation of Error

The total error associated with an F18 batch is computed below using the

data of table 5 (divided by two)

Uraniums

% Total error (0095 CL) - 2 {[(_6o5) 2 + (0_75) 2 + (lo5)2]
1/2

+ [(8°5) 2 + (0°75) 2 + (1o35)2 + (1oO)2]}

• 2 {2165o06+ T5o63]1/2

• 2(h7o33) • 9h07_

Plutonium"

Total error (0°95 eL) • 2{[ (20)2 + (0°75)2 . (00375)2 . (lo5)2]

+ [(2°3) 2 + (0o75)2 + (O_'T)2+(lo35)2+ (1o0)2]} 1/2

• 2 {_o2.95 + 9o165} 1/2

- 2 (2003)- _0o6_

Most of the estimates in Table 5 compare favorably with HW-76361 except for

sampling error which appears to be higher than previously estimated°
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QS,orphic Waste
• ,!

A_.alytical Control_Audit.- Nine referee _ata were available to estimate

random error for uranium by UF-Ic and the result (53%) is given in Table 6

under the title 'analytical.' Fixed error for uranium was estimated from

UF-lc instrument control standard and is the same as was used for F15 and

F180 Plutonium content is determined by computing a factor based on analysis

of 20 batches selected at random each quartera No attempt was made to esti-
e

mate variation in this techniqueo The results given in Table 6 were taken

directly from HW-76361o

Sampling Audit - Uranium data from26 duplicate samples covering the period

3/65 to 12/65 were used to estimate the combined effect of analytical and

sampling random error° The result (51_) .is shown in Table 6 under 'total0'

The fact that this estimate (SLY) is less than the analytical estimate (53_)

obtained above, indicates that sampling variation is negligible relative to

analytical variation° This is not unreasonable since the sampling equipment

at this station is the bayonet type.

No data were available to estimate variation associated with specific

gravity. The estimates in Table 6 were taken directly from HW-76361°

T_ Calibr_tio n - In 1955, the 0-8 was calibrated twice by the meter

pump methodo The results of applying the cumulative error model to the data

are given below o
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SUMMAR=X_0=_F08 TANK CALIB_,,TION DA,TA (AP,,RIL 1955)
=

Manometer Slope
Instrument No_ of Variance Variance

Range (in.) Intercept, .Dlo_e l_orements (R.andoml, (Fixed) .
..

weit ,.T=c,orRecor ,,r

1 0°5 - 65oh 3ho9 72.28 13 5_0307 008367

2 OOO2-6502 z.To.z,,
Ave h6.M 72°07 25 81o_8 1.253

S_andar_.Maa_ter

1 002 - 9900 9ol h8o007 i_ 61o33M 006208

2 001- 10900 _ _ _ _ 0o31h_Ave 15°5 0._56

= The two curves are compared to the existing calibration table below.

COMPARISON OF G8 CALIBRATION CURVES
Ill I I lIIl i li I II IiI _ lllllll I IIIII I - I I I

,Cumul.atiiveError Model
Existing Stan_d _-F Recorder

Table (l°Sq,.sca_el Manometer (1.50 scale,.)

Initial Man0 Rdgo 51 76.5 51
• inal Man. Rdg. 1 lo5 1

. by Sp° Or. (1o01) 50oh9 7507h 50oh9
0099 10h8 0099

Gallons Initial 3581 36hi 3685
Gallons final 106 86 118

Gallons Transferred 3h75 3555 3567

Difference + 2°3 + 206

% Fixed error (0095 CL) 2.8 3ol

% Random error (0095 CL) 303 3°6

• _ Total Error (0095 CL) 1_0h 1_o7

The agreement between slope estimates was good at the time of calibration

and the total error for the WF Recorder is about the same as the standard

nsnometer0
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P,roDaRation Of Error - The total error associated with uranium in a G-8

batch is computed below using the data of table 6 (divided by two)

Total Error (0095 CL) = 2 {[(25a5) 2 . (0075) 2 . (1.8) 2 ]

. [(8.5)2 . (0.75)2 + (_)2 . (1.o)2] 1/2
2

- 2 {65h.05+'76o21}1/2

- 2 (27) - 5l_

,which compares favorably with estimates _Iven in HW-76361o
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R8 Organic Wash Waste

Analytical.Control Audit- The G-8 referee data (9) were used to estimate

random error for uranium by b'F-Ic. Fixed error for uranium was estimated from
i

the UF-Ic instrument control standard (also used for FIS, FIB and G8). No

data were available to estimate measurement error of plutonium content.

Sem_linE Audit- No duplicate sample data were available for plutonium

content. Uranium data from five duplicate samples covering the period

3/65 to 6/65 were used to estimate the combined effect of analytical and

sampling error. One of the duplicate pairs _as eliminated as an "outlier."

The remaining four pairs were used to obtain the estimate (184%) given in

Table 7. An approximate estimate of sampling error was obtained by com-

paring the duplicate sample data to the Referee data of the previous section.

These are not very good estimates since they are based on a small amount of

data and because the Referee data was obtained on G-8 samples°

T.ank Calibration - The R8 was calibrated twice during 1955 by the meter

pump method. The results of applying the cumulative error model to the data

are given below

s__aY 0P R8TA_ C_ZB_TIO.DATA_lA_ril 1955_

Manometer Slope
Instrument No. of Variance Variance

R.,IAn_ce(ino ) Intersect _ Increments (Random) (Fixed 1

Weight FaCtO,_Re.corder

1 0.i- 73.0 I_5.3 69.5]_3 II 150.565 2.065

2 0 - 73.0 ,_ 69.605 11 _ 1.257, 69o57_ 2"_ 121.175 1.661

Standard Manometer

1 0.1- 101.95 _7.5 _7.026 9 ]_6.615 0.]_58
- ++ + _26m o lO'r.82 _ _,,+_6 ___ _5.9_+ oi,

_9o7 _7.076 20 _6.279 0._2

The two curves are compared to the existing calibration table below.
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Existing Standard W-F Recorder

• Table (!o50) Man.ometer (!.51 scale)

Initial Man° R_. 36.2h 5ho36 36
Final Man0 Rd4_o Io01 1.51 I

. By Sp. Gr. (Io01) 35°88 53.82 35.6h
I°0 l°h9 0°99

Gallons Initial 252h 2583 2528
Gallons Final 106 121 11_17
Gallons Transferred 2"_ 2"_

% Difference i°8 - 0°3

% Fixed Error (0o95 CL) 2.8 3o7

Random Error (0095 CL) 4.0 5°h

% Total Error (0095 CL) 4o9 6°5

Comparison of the two slopes using the 1.51 scale factor indicates a bias

of 2°i percent between instruments° The total error is about the same for

both instruments 0

Pro_a_ation of Error- The total error associated with uranium in a G-8
i

batch is computed below using the data of Table 7 (divided by two).

% Total error (0.95 CL) = 2 {[(92)2 + (°75)2 + (2.7)2]+ [(8.5)2 + (0.75)2

+ + (1°o)2])1/2
2

- 2 {8h71.8 + 75°5}I/2

= 2 (92o 5)

- 185
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DECLA.SSlFIEfi
U3 Laboratory Was.t.e

Analytical Control Audi.t - No Referee data were available for U3 samples.
, -

The closest sample type is G8 (See Table 6) and these results are shown in

, Table 8 for uranium by UF-Ic. Fixed error was estimated from Standards data

obtained on the UF-Ic instrument control standard, No comparable Referee or

Standards data was available to estimate random or fixed error for plutonium

by Fu A-6bo

SamDllnE Audit - Approximately 2h (excluding two outliers) and 33

(excluding 3 outliers) duplicate sample data were obtained between 2/65 and

12/65 for uranium (UF-lc) and plutonium (PU A-6b), respectively. The combined

estimates of analytical and smapling error are 95% for uranium and 90% for

plutonium and these results are shown in Table 8 under the title "Total."

These numbers probably represent reasonably good estimates of random error.

Estimates of analytical fixed error for plutonium were not made due to lack

of Standards data° No attempt was made to estimate sampling error because

of the lack of Referee data.

Tank Calibration - The original 1955 meter pump calibration data were

processed with the cumulative error model. A suzsna_ of the calibration data

is given below.

SUMMARY OF U3 CALIBRATION DATA (1955)

Manometer Slope
Instrument No° of Variance Variance

R_Ke (in, ) ImterceDt _ In,orients _ ,(Fixed),,

Weij[ht. ,Factor Re.corder .,(2.58.,, scale )

_ -67.9 171.6 118.537 12 275.939 h.318

Standard Manometer

h-171.9 h5 h7.558 lh 23.551 0,1h0

The bias between slope estimates, adjusted for the 2.58 scale factor,

is 3._ percent. A comparison of the computed curves with the existing table

is given helcmr_
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COMPARISON OF.U3 CALIBRATION CURVES

Cumu!atlye Error Model
Existing WF Recorder Standard
Table (2.58 scale ) Man.meter

Initial Man. Rdgo 56.76 55 lhl.9
Final Man. Rdg. i0.32 i0 25,8

. By Spo Gr. (i.0) 56.76 55 lhl.9
10032 i0 25.8

Gallons Initial 6786 6691 6793

Gallons Final 1222 _Gallons Transferred _ 5521

% Difference - h.l - 008

% Random Error (0.95 CL) h.2 I.9
% Fixed Error (0.95 CL) 3.5 1.6

Total Error (0,95 CL) 5.5 2.5

.?

PToDagation of Error - The total error associated with an U 3 batch is

computed below using the data of Table 80

Uranium:

Total error (0.95 CL) = 2 {[(h7o5)2 + (0.75)2 + (2,1)2] +

+ [(8.5)2 + (o.Tp)2 + (l.75)2 + (l.O)2]}l/2

- 2 {2261.2 + 76.9} 1/2

= 2(_8.36)

= 96,7_

Plutonium

Total error (0°95 CL) = 2 {[(hS) 2 . (0.375) 2 . (0.75) 2 + (2.1) 2 ]

+ [(0.7) 2 + (o.75)z + (l.75) 2 + (l.O)2]} z/2

" - 2 {2030.l + 5.l} 112

= 2(_5._)

= 90.2%
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DECL SIFIED
Total fixed error for plutonium is probably higher than indicated since

no data were available to estimate fixed error due to analytical.
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TABLE !_

L9 Plutonium product

Nominal _., 0.@_._,Confidence Level __

Measurement Value Random Fixed Total Notes

Analytical 2.05 lb/gal 0.04l 0.017 0.044 1
200% 0.8% 2.2%

Sampling 0.047 ? 0.047 2
2.3% ? 2.3%

Total 0.662 0.017 0.064 3
3.0% 0.8% 3.1%

AT.PuA-6b

Anal_tical 7o5813c/m/gal 0.23313 0.08713 0.24913 I
3.1% i.i 3.3%

Sampling -0- ? -0- 2
-0- ? -O-

Total 0.23313 0.08713 0.24913 3
3.1% I.i 3.3%

S_ec%_icGravity

Analytical 1.50 0.0061 0.0013 0.0063 1
o.41% 0.09% o01,2%

Sampling 0.0073 ? 0.0073 2
oo49% ? Oo49%

Totai 0.0095 0.0013 0.0097 3
oo6_% 0.09% 0.65%

ICF 1.24 x lo'llg/cpm O.O09xlO'llo.Ol7xl0"I! 0.020xi0"I15
0.75% 1.4% 1.6%

Net Weight I0.4 kg 0o031 0.016 0.035 "
0.3% 0.15% 0.34% 4

i i ira i i I ii iii ii i ii ,11 i i i i i |1 i i ii i i i i - --

Pu, batch 8500 grams 261 70 270
3.1%, 0.8% 3.2%

I I i i i i i i i li i ii i i i iii i ii i I iiii i i ii

Calculat ion:

Pu, grams _Pu. Ib/ga!).(Ne_ Weight. kE)(I19.83 g-gal/ib-liter)" (Sp. Gr., kg/liter) -

I i| i i i i ! i| i| i i i i i i i | • i i

• Notes :

(I) Random and fixed error estimates obtained from recent Referee and Standard
Program data.

(2) Random error due to sampling is approximate only. No data available to
estimate sampling fixed error.

(3) Total random error for analytical and sampling combined was estimated from
recent duplicate sample data.

(4) Estimates based on recent Tare Weight Check data.
(5) Estimates based on recent data. See text.
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TABLE 2

K6_.Uranium Product

• Average J. 0.95 Confidence Level

Measurement ' Value Random Fixed To_ta! Notes

65 gals 5
Manometer Difference 3764 gals _9 gala lo73%

(155"to z3") i.30%

S]_ecific Gravity

Analytical 1.66 0.0070 0.0017 0.0071 I
0.42% O.1% 0.43%

Sampling 0.0109 ? 0 o0109 2
0°66% ? 0.66%

Total 0.0129 0.0017 0.0131 3

0.78% 0.1% 0.79%

Uranium (x-ray)

Analytical 4.05 Ib/gal 0.052 0.015 0.055 i

1.3% 0.37% 1.35%
Sampling 0.083 ? 2

2.1%
Total 0.098 0.015 0.098 3

2.4% 0.37% 204%

_
J ' i ii I ii I I ill I II i iii - " - II I il I I I i I I I I I I - I

Uranium, per batch 15,244 lb. 433 116 448 6
Zo8% o. 76% z. 9%

_-- - IL I I I I .......... J II II I I I II I

Calculation

,Man,. diff., in.) (Tank slope, gal/in)(U, ib/gal) 4
Uranium, lb. = _ _ Spo Gr.

i I! i! !IisIll |II I

Notes :

(i) Random and fixed error estimates obtained from recent Referee and Standards

Program data.

(2) Random error due to sampling is approximate only. No data available to

estimate sampling fixed error.

(3) Total random error for analytical and sampling combined was estimated from

recent duplicate sample data.

(4) This equation is not exact if the initial manometer reading occurs in a
different slope region than the final manometer reading.

(5) No data available to estimate manometer fixed error.

• (6) Fixed error due to tank slope estimate (1.14%) is reduced because tank was
calibrated three times.
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. r15S t,,,wute

Wo_nal .... 0.95 confidence, L4vel ,,_,
' w.urement Fixee

Analytical 1.8x10"3 l.lxlO"3 0.31x10"3 1.12x10"3 1

ib/saZ 601 -3 17_ 62._ ._
8Smpllng i.5x10 ! I._xl0 " 2

8_ -3
Total 18_.8x10-3 o'.31xlO"3 I.8_xlO 3,8

lO_ 17S lO2._I

t

Anclytical T.8xlO 8 2._x£0 8 0.36x10 8 2._52xlo8
c/m/gal 3T_ _.6_ 32.3_ 8

S_plinS T._x108 ? T._x10 2

Total 7.81110u O.36xi0 7.8x10 3
lO0S _.61 i00.11

8p. Or. Recorder 1.3 0.02 0.02 0.027 5

Weight Factor Recorder 2kT5 gale 21_5 lal| ? 2kSEals 6
(_5 to 0 in.) 9.91 T 9.95

Tank Slope Estimate 2_7_ gels. -- 173 Kale 173gala 6
(T1.5sa./in. ) -- T.o_ 7.0_

ICF 1.2_xlO"II 0.0093110"110.OlTxlO'l10.020xlO"II 7
g/elm 0.7_ 1._ 1.6_

• I II I II iiiiiii ii ii ii I I II I ' III iiiii • i i II I _ I I I IIIII I

U, batch _ ib 5.1 0.9 5.2 8
lO_ 18._I lOkf

Puo batch 2k g 216.1 2.1 2_.2 8
lOO._l 8.T_ Ioo.91

II If III I I I ..... I I II II II II III II i i ii i ii i I I I

Caleulat ion

• di,,-'T,in.) (Tea.lope. sal/in)u, lb = (U.lblsal) . s_. or. -

1_o s = (1_o c_pm/Sal)(ZCle. Slepm)r 'r_ ¢L_,t, tn.)(TmlX slope, i;an,.'L/tn)• 8p. Or.
_ I L IIII I IIII III II III I ] I I III I I I I _ II III I I III

Notes

(1) Random error based on 0-8 by UF-lc Referee data. Fixed error based on UF-lc
instrument _ontrol standard.

• (2) Random error approxi_te only. No data aw_tlable to estimate fixed error.
(3) Combined analytical and emepltng error estJ3_ted _ recent duplicate

owle data.
(_) Rand©_ and Fixed error estimates bued on recent Referee and Standards

Progr_ dat a.
(_) No data available. Estfu_tes from IN-76361.
(6) EstJ_atee bued on cu|mlattve error _odelo see _RI_-CC-315.
(7) Bued on recant L9 d_ta. 8ee L9 discussion.
(8) When precision estJ_tes are _ater th_n 100_ the lower limit should be

intorproted as -lO0_o e.E. 0 -100_ to + 10_ or 0 to + _.2 lbe.



TABLE

p5 Dissolved F_eed_t0 Proces!

Nominal _ . 0095 Confidence_Level .......

Measurement Value Random Fixed Tot_ Notes

Uranium_ _(US-_la)_

Analytical 3o75 0o32 0o03 0.32 1
lb/gal 8.6_ 007_ 8.6_

Sampling 1 o0 ? l •0 2
26o6% ? 2606_

Total 1.05 0,03 1.05 3
28_ Oo7_ 28_

Spo Or. Recorder lo6 O.02h 00024 0.032 4
l o5_ i. 5_ 2_

Tank Slope Estimate 4200 gal -- 25 25 5
(_707gal/in) -- 0.6_ o.6_

Manometer Difference h200 gal _2 ? h2 5
(lh_in) loO'$ ? loo_

........... _ I I I II ] ii i i illl I iii i I I I in iiiiiii ............

U, batch 15750 Ib 4hlO 268 4426
28_ lo7_ 28.l_

.................... I iii ill I I I I - - - il in i i I - -

Calculations :

u, Zb = (U, Zb/gal) (Man.o,piff. in) (Tank slope, gal/in)
• Spo Or

_
_ - ...... I . I i I j iii .............

Notes:

(1) Analytical random and fixed estimates based on recent Referee and Standards
Program Datao

(2) Random error approximate only. No data to estimate fixed error.
(3) Combined analytical and sampling random error estimated from recent duplicate

sample data.
(4) NO data available. Estimates from HW-76361
(5) Based on recent tank calibration.
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. . Nominal 0.95 Confidence Level .....

Measurement. Val • R_Aom

. u. _-_a_
Analytical 2 ,Tx10"3 1,43x10"3 0o5x10"3 1,_x10"3 1

zb/sal 535 17% 5507%
Sampling neg, ? 2

?
Total io38XI0"3 0,Sx10"3 1,45xi0"3 3

51% 17% 53°7%

_, fa_Qtor 2g 5g lg 5g 4
250% 56% 256%

Spo Gr° Recorder 1001 0.015 00015 0.02 4
105% 1.5% 2%

WF Difference 3475 gall 125 ? 125 5
3°6% ? 306%

Tank Slope Estimate 3475 gala -- 108 108 5
-- 3o1% 3.1%

Meter Pump Bias 3475 gall -- 69 69
-- 2% 2%

I II Jl I I 1 | I II I II II [ iiii I I II II - - il II II II III - liBi I n - II i Ii

U, batch 9 ib 4o6 1.5 4.9
51o2% 17.3% 54%

I I III ....... ii I IIIlil I II III II I I I Ill - -- III I I III III I II II I IIII II - _-

Calculation:

(WF dirt,._in_
u, lb = (U, Zb/gal),--s_ooro ,(Tankslope,gal/in)

[ L__ ii iii I - - I_ II III - - II II I I III I L I II I J L I II II1_ Iii i j I i

Notes :

(I) Random error based on recent Referee data. Fixed error based on UF-Ic instrument
control standard°

(2) Approximate onlyo No data to estimate fixed error°
(3) Based on recent duplicate sample data.
(4) No datao Taken from HW-76361o
(5) Based on 1955 calibration (2) with meter pumps

G
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Nominal 0 o95 Confidence
' _" ''o _v._. ,,,,Measurement _ and m Fixed T_Sl Notes

Analytical lolxlO"3 Oo6xlO"3 OoSXlO"3 Oo6xl0"3 1

ib/xaZ 53_ ._ 17_ 55.7_.o
Sampling 1o6X10 _ ? 1o6X10 _ 2

15o_._ oT.2xlo.3zSo_Total 2xlO " 2xlO " 3
18_ zTS 18_

8pc Or. Recorder 1o01 0o015 0o015 0.02 5

WF Difference 21_00 gal 130 ? 130 6
(35in) 5o_,_ T 50_,_

SlopeEstimate 2_00gal. -- 89 89 6
(69.57 gal/in) -- 3.7_ 3.7_

Meter Pump bias 2h00 gale -- h8 _8

..... II i - I I II J I I II I I I I ii I i i ..................

U, batch 3 lb 505 005 506

I .... Ill (11 I I I I II H I II I II III ila [rJ[ ii I I I I III I II1 [ I I ...........

Calculations

, ,w ai_.in)
U, lb = (U 1b/gas) , spoOro: (Tank slope. Sal/:l.n) .......

" III II I II I III | I II IJll IIII . - - "

Notes i

(1) Random error based on O-8 Referee datao Fixed error based on UF-lo instru-
ment control standard.

(2) Approximate only. No data to estimate fixed error.
(3) Based on recent duplicate sample data (_) o
(l,) Nodata.
(5) No data. Taken from HW-76361
(6) Based on 1955 calibrations (2) vtth meter pump.
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